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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0064754A1] 1. Supporting device (1) for prospectuses and like flat advertising material, attachable at an essentially vertical wall or like
fixing base (23) and offering several insertion pockets (10) for the storage of the prospectuses in a way leaving them visible at least with their upper
portions, the pockets being arranged one below the other like scales and at the same distance from the fixing base and with their front and rear
sides pointed obliquely upwards forming an acute angle with that base, the supporting device (1) consists of a basic element (2) to be mounted at a
fixing base (23), which in its measurements is limited essentially to those of an insertion pocket (10), and of a number of mounted bodies (6), which,
on their part, are essentially limited in their measurements to those of an insertion pocket (10) and are detachably linked together in a staggered and
downward arrangement effecting that the basic element (2) forms the rear side of the insertion pocked (10) directly below it and that the front side of
this pocket is formed by the mounted body (6) below it ; this arrangement forming the insertion pockets (10) then is continued downwards, the front
panel of each mounted body (6) upwards always being the rear side, the one of the lower mounted body (6) the front side of the respective insertion
pocked (10), the whole system is characterized by the fact that it provides a detachable connection of the mounted bodies (6) with each other as
well as with the basic element (2).
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